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Today’s Objective and Agenda

Promoting a circular economy in electronics and 
electronics manufacturing

Today’s Agenda:
o iNEMI Introduction and Brief Review– Grace O’Malley (5 minutes)
o Potential proposals to support a more circular economy

§ Eco-Design - Julio Vargas (15 minutes)
§ Extended Reliability - Juan Dominguez (15 minutes)

o Interactive Eco-Design Session (25 minutes)
o Interactive Extended Reliability Session (25 Minutes)
o Summary and Next Steps (5 minutes)
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Meeting Notes

1. All participants, please 
mute yourself to keep 
the line quiet for the 
speaker(s)

2. If you have questions, 
please type them into 
the chat window, send 
to Mark Schaffer (or 
everyone).  We will 
pause for questions 
briefly after each part of 
the agenda

3. We will be using an 
interactive whiteboard to 
facilitate engagement



iNEMI Overview

Grace O’Malley
Vice President of Technical & Project Operations
iNEMI
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What is iNEMI?

Diversified

End – End 
Design / 
Supply 
Chain

GlobalLeaders & 
Experts

Electronics 
Manufacturing 

– Virtual 
Vertical

The International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (iNEMI) is 
n a not-for-profit,

n industry-led, 

n highly efficient 

R&D consortium of approximately 80 leading electronics 
manufacturers, suppliers, associations, government agencies 
and universities.
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iNEMI Mission

Forecast and Accelerate improvements in the Electronics 
Manufacturing Industry for a Sustainable Future via 

Collaborative Innovation

Roadmap
• Anticipate technology requirements
• Identify gaps
• Focus R&D priorities 

Collaborative
Projects

• Eliminate gaps
• Deliver learning & critical data
• Leverage efforts & participants’ resources

Forums &
Workshops

• Share solutions & best practices
• Prioritize key challenges
• Network with customers & suppliers
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Profile of Successful iNEMI Projects 

• Addresses industry knowledge gap 
• Common problem best addressed via industry collaboration
• Often a pre-cursor to standards development

• Brings together a segment of the supply chain to provide an industry-wide response

• Direct alignment with member companies’ commercial interests.

• iNEMI organizes and facilitates projects  - typically 12-18 months long 

Eco-impact (LCA) 
Estimator

Characterization of 
Pb-Free Alloys 

Alternatives
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Sustainability Activities

Design RecoveryReuse

Material Choice
Ease of Liberation

Available Recovery Technology

Project plans, results and presentations available at: https://community.inemi.org/projects_all

https://community.inemi.org/projects_all


How did we get here?



Sustainable Electronics Gaps / Technology Needs – Major Themes
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Themes

• Harmonization
• Circular Economy
• Tools
• ICT Data
• Education
• Methods

6 Themes Recognized

13 High Priority Gaps Identified

5 Top Gaps Ranked



What are the Innovators in Eco-Design Doing?

Julio Vargas
Global Battery Program Manager
IBM



Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Goal:   To Drive and Socialize Eco Design Best Practices in Industry

Motivation:
n Needed to meet circular economy goals
n Design teams expressed interest in knowledge base for eco-design
n Limited formal eco-design training in academia
n Limited industry discussion around eco-design
n Eco-design can have impact at the design level taking into account manufacturing, 

maintenance, packaging, branding, and end of life
n Pressure from consumers could move voluntary standards today to become mandatory 

standards in the future (Product Energy use with minimum efficiency)

Objective:

n Develop a “list” of best practices used by industry leaders in eco-design
n Identify best practices that have the greatest impact by including a holistic view of the 

product in society and environment
n Mature the industry’s ability to implement/practice eco-design best practices – share 

information at least with iNEMI membership



Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Strategy/Approach:

n Identify the current leaders around eco-design in the ICT industry
n Interview identified leaders and consolidate best practices
n Make best practices available to other manufacturers

Longer Term:
n Have recurring meetings for thought leaders to share best practices and experiences
n Track impact of eco-design decisions taken by participating members
n Develop rating system for impact of design decisions
n Feed into standards efforts (???)

Benefits

n Drive use of Eco Design methods across the industry
n Leverage the Eco design to implement Circular Economy approach more efficiently



Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Areas of focus:
n ICT hardware design practices for eco-design
n Design products intended to have greatest positive impact on 

society with minimal impact on environment
n Design for low power consumption and energy efficiency
n Material choices and use of recycled content
n Avoiding use of hazardous materials
n Design for reuse, refurbish, recyclability
n Battery choices for power, chemistry use, rechargeable
n Choices for specific chemicals such as flame retardants

Areas out of scope:
n Enterprise energy consumption, conservation, and sourcing
n Activities based around extended producer responsibilities such as 

waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) such as end of 
life equipment collection, recycling, repair, refurbishment, reuse  

n Enterprise level CO2 emissions reduction activities
n Enterprise level operational waste reduction and recycling activities



Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Standards that establish base Eco-design requirements:

n EU Eco-design Directive 2009/125/EC 

¨ Provides the framework for EU-wide rules to improve the environmental performance of various product categories including 
information and communication technology equipment 

¨ Specific eco-design requirements are outlined in documents for specific product groups 

n CEN/CLC/JTC 10 - Energy-related products - Material Efficiency Aspects for Ecodesign

¨ Standards developed to address material efficiency that would establish future eco-design requirements on durability, reparability 
and recyclability of products 

n IEC62430:2019 - Environmentally conscious design (ECD) - Principles, requirements and guidance

¨ Several non-EU countries (USA, Australia, Brazil, China and Japan) have legislation similar to the EU’s eco-design and energy 
labelling directives

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32009L0125
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/sustainability/ecodesign/product-groups_en
https://www.cencenelec.eu/News/Brief_News/Pages/TN-2020-037.aspx
https://webstore.iec.ch/publication/30879


Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Corporate Responsibility Reports from iNEMI Members:

n IBM’s yearly environmental report: https://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/annual/reporting.shtml

n Dell FY19 Corporate Social Responsibility Report: https://corporate.delltechnologies.com/en-us/social-impact/reporting/fy19-csr-
report.htm#

n 2019-2020 Corporate Responsibility at Intel Report: http://csrreportbuilder.intel.com/pdfbuilder/pdfs/CSR-2019-20-Full-Report.pdf

n Microsoft 2019 Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) report: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility

n Nokia : https://www.nokia.com/about-us/sustainability/combatting-climate-change/our-operations/

https://www.ibm.com/ibm/environment/annual/reporting.shtml
https://corporate.delltechnologies.com/en-us/social-impact/reporting/fy19-csr-report.htm
http://csrreportbuilder.intel.com/pdfbuilder/pdfs/CSR-2019-20-Full-Report.pdf
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/corporate-responsibility
https://www.nokia.com/about-us/sustainability/combatting-climate-change/our-operations/


Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Key Principles for Eco Design of ICT hardware:

1. Energy Use  - Maintain or improve performance of ICT hardware using less energy in both active and 
standby modes

2. Materials:
¨ Increase use of recycled content for metals and plastics
¨ Reduction of raw materials in manufacturing
¨ More efficient use of material to achieve same capabilities
¨ Limit use of hazardous substances and chemicals

3. Design for the environment:
¨ Ensure hardware has greater positive impact on society and environment compared to the environmental footprint its entire lifecycle
¨ Ease of reuse
¨ Upgradeability
¨ Ease of dismantling and recyclability



Summary of Best Practices Among Innovators in the Eco-design Space 
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Next Steps:

n Finalize scope and feasibility of the proposed project
n Identify who would be interested in participating, within iNEMI membership and outside
n Define deliverables and communicate expected benefits
n “Paper” search as to what is already being done
n Identify the innovators in this space
n Launch project



Interactive Session Questions for you
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n What is the biggest challenge around implementing eco-design practices that go beyond the baseline 
(standard) at the product development stage in your organization?

n What “information” is needed from this iNEMI project to help you drive innovative eco-design choices in 
your organization?

n What key indicators ensure impactful eco-design?

n Who are the innovators and why?

n Are you willing to join us to develop the SOW?



Extended Reliability Assessment for Electronic Components

Juan Dominguez
Supply Chain Engineer
Intel
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Expected vs Desired Lifetime à Consumer push

Societal and Environmental motivations to increase the lifetime of electronics:

-Customers prefer to reduce buying cycle, upgrade via software, extra services.

-Future legislation to curb GHG will also motivate push for increase lifetime of components.
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Possible Lifetime Extension

Strategy for remanufacture and refurbish requires understanding of end of life (EOL) vs end of use (EOU)
Electronic Materials EOU is typically set via use condition standards but actual EOL is not well characterized.

We believe interested parties in this effort could be:
OEMs, Refurbisher and Remanufacturers.
Standard bodies which can provide framework to enable understanding, standardizing and documenting. 

Not well understood.

Not well understood.

Well characterized.

What is optimal 
lifetime?
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First Some Details: Failure Mechanism in Systems

Reliability challenges with systems: many 
different fail modes and interactions

System with heterogeneous components Degradation and Fail Mechanisms

Overstress Mechanisms

Mechanical: yield fracture

Thermal: phase transition

Electrical: dielectric bkdown

Radiation: single event

Chemical: handling

Wearout Mechanisms

Mechanical: Fatigue, Creep

Thermal: stress driven diffusion

Electrical: electromigration, TDDB etc

Radiation: radiation embrittlement

Chemical: corrosion

System level failures vs component level failures can be 
attributed to different mechanisms.

A component in a system can fail as part of system interaction or intrinsic fail.
Goal: assess real lifetime for electronic components
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Challenges with Assessing “Actual Lifetime” of System Component
There are 2 options -- System vs component 
lifetime assessment:

Option 1
-System level: requires ALL/most components 
to be assessed and interactions and functional 
test be available for systems à very complex.

Option 2
-Component level requires that components of 
interest:
1-Fail at component level can be isolated and 
removed.
2-Component can be removed and re-attached 
on system as needed.

Allows for individual component testing and 
reliability à much simpler. 

Looking for member feedback regarding 
the two options à option 2 is preferred 
for simplicity



Extended Reliability Assessment for Electronic Components - Proposal
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Motivation:
n Electronic components may be more reliable than assessed using standards. Can extend 

life of a product or use for refurbish or reuse which decreases resource use.
n Limited data for extended reliability assessments: increased lifetime of used parts, 

qualification process for extended use.
n Lack of standard process to assess extended reliability of electronic components.
n Extended reliability assessment can be used to select components to be refurbished or re-

assembled for longer use, reducing consumption of raw materials and processes.
n Enable the use of components beyond shelf life for reduction in waste.

Objective:
n From a proof of concept data collection plan develop a standardized procedure for extended 

reliability assessment and component classification.

Strategy/Approach:
n Identify and classify components by type (application), re-workability and criticality on 

system.
n Select components (IC, passive or others) and subject to extended reliability. If possible re-

use reliability models to assess reliability extension. 
n Select parts in use post 3+ years and subject to reliability to assess further fail rates.

Longer Term:
n Have recurring meetings for thought leaders to share best practices and experiences
n Develop standard for understanding or assessing a part long term reliability. 

Tested 
Reliability

Actual Reliability



Component level assessment of “real” vs listed lifetime
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Proposed proof of concept/study flow:

1. Selection of a typical “system” (eg phone/PC etc.)
2. Division of components into:

1. Reworkable/not reworkable
2. Testable vs not testable
3. Component type: IC, memory, passive

3. Select representative component for 
testing/reliability.

4. Execute reliability to fail and assess “real” lifetime 
of typical component. 

Any selection or data collection would 
need to be broadly usable.

Testing aligned to measure extended 
reliability (eg test to fail).
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n Which approach: System Level or Component Level?  And why?

n What testing protocols and outputs are needed to enable your organization to 
characterize parts/systems?

n Are standards need to be put in place to be able to extend reliability of 
components/systems? 
¨ If so, what is needed for that standard development?

n Are you willing to join us to develop the SOW?

Interactive Session Questions for you



Interactive Sessions
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n Objective is to capture your input and the group discussion

n Please use post-its to capture your thoughts and share them on the “whiteboard”

n Engage, Interact and Contribute – we want and need your input to help focus the project 
proposals

n Links:
¨ Extended Reliability White Board: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kk1N0g4=/
¨ Eco-Design White Board: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kk1I5Cc=/

Interactive Sessions

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kk1N0g4=/
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kk1I5Cc=/


Summary
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n Design for reliability and design for recycling can be in conflict … no real ranking between life 
cycle extension and repairability.  May argue that reliability is more of a driver and create more 
integrated designs. Products should be more reliable, if it breaks, should be able to repair it, 
and then if can’t repair it, then be able to recycle it.

n Need to look at the business model as well – sell as a service vs. selling as a product
n Where are all the batteries going from electronics?
n Key indicator is economic feasibility (cost reduction or profit)
n Products/Services that promote dematerialising

Key Takeaways – Eco-Design
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n Components however need to take into account interaction with the system level
n End of life testing program that includes acceleration to the test to see what the 

real limit is
¨ Experience with refurbished components??

n General accepted standards, test protocols needed to compare results.  Current 
tests are “to pass” and we need to know the additional margin we have.  So, a 
test “to fail”.

Key Takeaways – Extended Reliability



Joining Projects at iNEMI



Interested?

Next Steps
§Send an email to marks@inemi.org with your contact 
information on which proposal(s) you would like to learn 
more about

§ INEMI anticipates starting at least one proposal in early Q4.
§ Takes approx. 12 weeks to develop the Statement of Work
§ Project Kickoff after Statement of Work is completed and participants 

have signed up – 2021 Q1 start

mailto:marks@inemi.org

